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AN ANALYSIS METHOD FOR FATIGUE CRACK INITIATION ON 

GEOMETRICAL SINGULARITIES 

ABSTRACT : 
FOR STUDYING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DEFECTS A PROMISING POINT OF VIEW IS TO 
SEPARATE FATIGUE CRACK INITIATION AND PROPAGATION. 
COMPARING THE WORKS DONE ON THESE TWO STAGES II APPEARS THAT RELATIVELY 
FEW HAS BEEN DONE ON THE FIRST ONE. THIS PRESENTATION SHOWS HOW THIS STA
GE CAN BE EVALUATEO BY USING APPROPRIATE CRITERIA. 
THE VALIDATION OF A CRITERION THROUGH EXPERIMENTAL DATA OBTAINED ON ACTUAL 
AND SIMULATED SINGULARITIES FOR DIFFERENT SPECIMEN GEOMETRIES IS PRESENTED. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Stress concentrations arising from notches may greatly affect the fati
gue life of components. This life can be separated in two stages : the time 
necessary for the nucleation of a small fatigue crack and the time to propa
gate it until rupture. 

It is well known that sharp notches are much less severe in fatigue 
than predicted by an analysis using the stress concentration factor K t 

applied to a S - N curve determined on smooth specimens. In fact, near the 
root of a notch, the material is strain cycled rather than stress cycled, 
therefore several Improved methods of analyses have been developped to pre
dict the initiation period in these regions. 

One can distinguish those using an initiation criterion based explici-
tely on the plastic deformation at the root of the notch and those using an 
elastic analysis. 

A first method correlates low cycle fatigue data obtained on smooth 
specimens with crack initiation data obtained on notched specimens by using 
the well known NEUBER's rule [l] modified by MOROW, WETZEL and TOPPER [Tj : 

"V 2= K a x K £ (1) 
This method has been developped by several authors e.g. :[3 - 4 - 5 - oQ. 

Good correlations were obtained in the case of high strengh steels, while some 
cautions must be taken in the case of stainless steels [Yj . 

A second method using a criterion based on an elastic analysis of the 
stress field around the notch is presented here after. 

2. BASIS OF THE CRITERION 

The basis is that damaging process which leads to the initiation of 
cracking at the geometrical singularity, necessarily affects a zone of finite 
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size which length should be a characteristic dimension ot the microstructure 
of the material. 

This idea was advanced in 1943 by Peterson \ j ] who showed that the re
sults of straircasemeasurements- of the endurance limit of sharply grooved 
specimens could be rationalized by assuming that the endurance limit measu
red on standard specimens had to be reached at a charateristlc distance of 
the notch tip. He found distanças of the order of 0,002 in., (0.05mm) for a 
SAE 1020 low carbon steel. This distance was the order of the grain size. 

Resting on the work of Erdogan and Sih |Vj a n d Williams and Ewlng L.9J 
on brittle fracture, we propose for any notch root geometry, any notch root 
radius p, and any loading: 

Firstly, to determine the number of cycles to initiate cracking Na from 
the maximum value reached by the variation during one loading cycle, Aa e„(d), 
of the stress o.. normal to the radial plane of orientation G at the distance 
d from the notch tip (d being a characteristic value of the material). The 
distance d is to be found experimentally ; and, in this model, initiation 1s 
predicted from a unique characteristic curve of the material, A<re.{d) versus 
Na. 

Secondly, to determine the initial direction of crack propagation at the 
notch tip as the orientation e^,which maximizes Ao e e(d) or <?„. (d) during the 
loading cycle. 

This criterion ought to be used as well for high cycle and low cycle fa
tigue when small scale yieMing occurs at the notch tip, that is, when the bulk 
of the section remains elastic. Indeed, in such cases, the plastic strain field 
governing the damaging process is governed by the elastic surrounding field 
of the elastic solution. This small scale yielding classical argument accounts 
for the possibility of describing the fatigue damage process, which is basi
cally plastic.through an elastic expression. 



3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM - VALIDATION OF THE CRITERION 

The criterion has been applied to both notched compact tension speci
mens and mock-ups. 
3.1. Description of the work on notched standard specimens 

It has been conducted on different varieties of stainless steels used 
in the fabrication of thermal sleeves and penetrations and for their attach
ments : 

A forged steel Z3 CND 17 12 ( similar to SA 316 L ) 
A cast Z3 CND 19 10 ( similar to a CF8M) 
A 309 L first layer cladding deposited on ferritic vessels 
(0.020 C-24Cr-12Ni) 
A 308 L weld (0.020C-20 Cr-10 Ni) 
The determination of the characteristic distance d and of the characte

ristic curve io e 8(d)-Na has been made using fracture mechanics compact ten
sion specimens having a width of 20 mm or 25 mm and root radii ranging from 
0.05-4 mm. For the measurements on the claddings and welds, the CT specimens 
have been cut in a composite test piece, made by cladding a ferritlc plate 
then by welding it to an austem'tic plate, and have been provided with 0.05mn) 
notch root radii. The notch root have been machined then grounded, into the 
shaper shown at Figure 1. 

The number of cycles to initiation Na is derived conventionally from a 
plot of the variation of the range of mouth opening of the specimen versus 
the number of cycles, as shown in Fig. 1. With this definition, initiation 
occurs on the CT specimens before any cracking appears on the surfaces. Me
tal lographic examinations of specimens after interrupting the test has shown 
that Na corresponds to the formation of a crack of one to two tenth of a mil
limeter deep in the centre portion in the front of the notch. 

The tests have been performed at nearly constant loading with a R ratio 
of 0.05. 



The calculation of Aa..(d)for mode I loaded notches has been derived 

from the formulation of CREAGER[l(f) for the stress distribution around 

the tfp of deeply notched specimensloaded in mode I : 

to"(d)=£^-^ (2) 

where p 1s the notch radius and ÛKJ is the stress intensity factor which 

the notch would bear 1f it was a crack with p = o. 

For a given set of experiments on CT specimens, and for different 

selected values of d, &o e e(d) is calculated according to eq.(2) from the 

knowledge of p and of 4K,. For any chosen value of d, the 4<r_e(d)-Na data 

can be fitted to an expression of the form : 

A<ree(d)=--o0(d)Na
n<d> (3) 

by a least square best fit, taking log toee(d) and log Na as coordinates. 

The characteristic value of d can then be determined as the one which 

minimizes the standard deviation of log àa.AA) from the best fit curve, as 

shown in Figure 2.for the gathering of all measurements made on all qualities 

of steel at room temperature and 320°C. 

In this case the minimum is obtained for d = 0.059 mm ( Figure 2 ). 

However, 1t can be seen from Figure 2 that the variation of the standard 

deviation " s " is small in the range of variation of " d ", and therefore 

a set of data can be interpreted with a value of " d " somewhat different 

from the one giving the minimum of " s " without significant loss of accu

racy. 

The whole set of experimental data is presented on Figure 3 with the 

" 3s " band of the least square best fit data reduction. 

The same work performed on a Nickel base alloy is summarized in Figure 

4. Here again a good correlation has been found between û<r,_(dl and the 

initiation life. 



The results of this part of experiments show that the studied crite

rion describes correctly the various data with a large variety of notch 

radii ( 4 - 0.0S mm ) and loadings. 

3.2. Description of the work on mock-ups 

The mock-ups are represented in Figure 5. They simulate socket weld 

attachments. The calculation methodology of 4o 6 e(d) in these mock-ups has 

been fully detailed by DEVAUX et al. |jl] and BOSSER et al. [lfcj . 

The mock-ups have been tested at room temperature. The first one is 

loaded predominantly in mode I and the other predominantly in mode II. On 

the mode I mock-up, the Initiation duration is measured in the same way as 

on C.T. specimens. On the predominantly mode II mock-up close approximations 

of the initiation life (Na) were obtained by infiltration ink at a num

ber of cycles choosen to be close to the expected value of Na, or by using 

accoustic emission technique. 

As the mock-ups were tested at room temperature, to evaluate accuratly 

the adequacy of the criterion, the results are compared in Figure 6 to the 

scatterband ( 3 x standard deviations ) of results at room temperature on 

stainless steels obtained on C.T. notched specimens. 

The results on mock-ups fall' fairly well within this scatterband. The 

criterion is therefore adequate to correctly oredict the initiation period 

in the case of notches resulting from socket welding assemblies despite the 

geometrical irregularities at the notch root and the presence of residual 

stresses. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The physical concept of a characteristic material distance parameter " d " 

which formed the basis of the studied criterion is substantiated by the sta

tistical analysis showing a minimum in the scatter of the ûu e e(d} -Na expe

rimental data for a particular value of '.'d". 



The analysis of the data obtained on a wide variety of stainless steels 
faf the série 3xx) shows the possibility to derive a unique resistînce 
curve against fatigue crack initiation. 

Results on mock-ups containing notches relating from socket 
welding are well predicted by using the criterion. 

The overall results validate the use of the studied criterion in 
machined notched parts as well as in parts containing notches resulting 
from welding design. We are now in the process to apply this methodology 
to actual defects in experimental cast products and welds. 
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FIGURE 1 : Measurement of the number of cycles to 
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FIGURE 4 : Plot and reduction of measurements for a Ni - Cr alloy. 
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FIGURE 5 : Special mode I and mode II test pieces 
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FIGURE 6 : Comparison of Ac., (d) - Na data mock-up and notched standard specimens at room temperature. 


